The State of Open Data 2017
#stateofopendata
In order to eﬀectively examine attitudes and experiences of
researchers working with open data, Figshare have released
their annual report collating ﬁndings of a survey of 2,300
researchers
Open data has become more embedded
in the research community
Respondents have become
more aware of open data sets
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The proportion of researchers who
have never made a data set openly
available has reduced in the
last year

Willingness of researchers to reuse
open datasets in their own research
has grown, a 10% increase to 80%,
with the increase replicated across
age groups

Researchers are curating data for sharing
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More researchers are curating their
data for sharing

Researchers who routinely share their data has
also grown since 2016 from 57% to 60%

Asia is becoming more aware of open data

Awareness of open data sets has grown in respondents from Asia,
from 65% up to 80% - an increase of 15% compared to 9% globally
Respondents based in Asia who have shared open data sets have
risen 10% to 62%, compared to a 3% rise globally
Achieving impact is a much bigger motivator for Asian researchers
when sharing data openly - 30% cite this compared with 15%
in North America, where public beneﬁt is the main factor
What motivates researchers to
share their data?

20%
Public beneﬁt
11%
Transparency and re-use

13%
Other

8%
Funder requirement

9%
Getting proper credit
for sharing data

7%
Trust the person
requesting data

8%
Journal/publisher
requirement

24%
Increased impact and visibility of my
research

The future will be more open

70% of researchers are now willing to
reuse open data sets in their own research
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Figshare’s guiding principles
Figshare's guiding principles can be adopted by publishers, funders
and institutions as we work towards a FAIR-er future:
1. Academic research outputs should be as open as possible, and
as closed as necessary
2. Academic research outputs should never be behind a paywall
3. Academic research outputs should be human and machine
readable/query-able
4. Academic infrastructure should be interchangeable
5. Academic researchers should never have to put the same
information into multiple systems at the same institution
6. Identiﬁers for everything
7. The impact of research is independent of the type of output and
where it is published

These stats are from a Figshare survey
of over 2,300 researchers published in
The State of Open Data report on
ﬁgshare.com
Survey in association with
DOI: https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.ﬁgshare.5481187

